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SUNBRELLA 101
Sunbrella fabric is an instantly recognizable standard of excellence in the world of textiles and with consumers. It has a
beautiful performance, offering the widest array of color, pattern, and design all built with 100% solution dyed Acrylic
canvas. We proudly offer a curated assortment of the most popular colors demanded by consumers, as express products
that can be delivered within hours of a qualified order. We have also built a broad program of custom options that allow
for a virtually unlimited design assortment. Sunbrella offers a 5 year warranty for all its upholstery fabrics which are the
most suitable for building umbrella shades, but they also offer an Awning and Marine grade product that includes a 10
year warranty. We can build your umbrella with this material, but you’ll have to contact us for additional information.
Included here is the upholstery level fabric selection, sorted by our pricing levels and delivery service capacity.

SUNBRELLA EXPRESS
Sunbrella Express Colors fall under the category of premium Sunbrella fabrics offered with products that
come with your choice of completed covers, which are made available at our California based facilities. Express colors ship out within 10 days and come in the following sizes on select umbrella frames: 11ft DWV
umbrellas, 9ft SWV umbrellas, 7.5ft SWV umbrellas.

SUNBRELLA STOCK
Sunbrella Stock Colors are Sunbrella Fabric selections kept in stock at our California facility ( subject to
fabric availability) for production purposes. Umbrellas that fall within the Sunbrella Stock category have a
ship out time of 15 business days with the umbrellas frames of all models.

SUNBRELLA CUSTOM
Custom fabrics for umbrellas can be made using many types of fabrics. California Umbrella is proud to offer a
choice of the Sunbrella Custom fabric range for production of a new umbrella in all model options. Umbrellas
ordered with these fabrics will ship out within 15 – 25 days based on availability of the fabrics.

